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happy Monday morning to you good to see                                         
each one of you harass the theologian                                           
I'm dr. Randy white we're gonna take you                                        
a biblical theological worldview                                                
questions have a fun time today on this                                         
Monday and deal with what's on your mind                                        
biblically theologically worldview maybe                                        
you like this question that came in by                                          
email from Pastor Mike pala though at                                           
the New Life Tabernacle in Chattanooga                                          
Tennessee I don't think he agrees with                                          
me without going through all your                                               
material he says I'm assuming that                                              
you're a dispensational Zionist it's a                                          
good assumption I would say a Christian                                         
Zionist but nonetheless I'll go with it                                         
in reading your article the kingdom is                                          
not given to the church I also assume                                           
that you support political Israel most                                          
dispensationalists normally do I'm with                                         
you so far but I want to make a                                                 
statement to you that you are not                                               
supporting biblical Israel nor covenant                                         
Abraham nor covenant Abraham Jews there                                         
in Palestine would you look on a map and                                        
see where Palestine Palestine there's a                                         
Palestinian Authority that is not a                                             
state it has no currency it has no                                              
taxation it has no army it has no                                               
citizenship it's not us there's no                                              
Palestine you're thinking Roman era you                                         
know 135 ad and the the name Palestine                                          
went away                                                                       
I don't know 1948 is this an old email                                          
did this come in in 47 oh it's it's                                             
today today Palestine those Jews over                                           
there in Palestine at least at least get                                        
up to date on what the place is called                                          
today the Romans called it Palestine in                                         
135 ad that went away in 1948 and there                                         
is no Palestine now because of the Oslo                                         
Accords there's this thing now called                                           
the Palestinian Authority and not a lot                                         
of Jews live there so I don't know what                                         
these those Jews over in Palestine these                                        
are not God's people those Jews over in                                         
Palestine he says these are not God's                                           
people they're not even tied to the                                             
bloodline of Abraham so to support                                              
political Israel today is support of                                            
self-styled self-proclaimed Jews you                                            
sound like such a loving biblical pastor                                        
by the way before we get into it the new                                        
life tabernacle rightly dividing Church                                         
it says right there we welcome you to                                           
our church website our focus is to and                                          
desire is restoring of the apostolic                                            



Pentecostal church you can't restore it                                         
because it's not the days of the                                                
Apostles                                                                        
you got your division wrong but look                                            
witness is restoring this apostolic                                             
Pentecostal doctrine and what the                                               
Founding Apostles taught I assume you're                                        
talking about Peter James John you're                                           
you're you're gonna do Pentecostalism                                           
you may also leave comments to us by                                            
email our main goal of this website is                                          
to teach people how to rightly divide                                           
the word of God you don't even have it                                          
right on the but on the webpage pastor                                          
but let's go let's go to what's right                                           
here now first of all you you pegged it                                         
right                                                                           
I am a dispensationalist and a Zionist                                          
and I support them Jews over there I do                                         
now with all of that first of all I                                             
would agree that the modern nation state                                        
of israel is not theocratic israel it's                                         
not the theocratic kingdom                                                      
it is not the Covenant that God is                                              
establishing and has fulfilled in 1948                                          
in modern Israel that is a modern                                               
political state it is happens to be a                                           
state unlike the Palestinian Authority                                          
its state like Jordan which also was                                            
started in 48 47 and 49 right in there                                          
was all of those countries were and                                             
every dispensational Zionist as you call                                        
it that I know knows that so we're not                                          
at all saying that the modern                                                   
nation-state called Israel is the the                                           
kingdom of God or the fulfillment of the                                        
Covenant so go back and read a book a                                           
little bit catch up on that now then                                            
furthermore you say so to support                                               
political Israel today is who to support                                        
self-styled self-proclaimed Jews let's                                          
just assume they are self-styled                                                
self-proclaimed Jews and you know                                               
they're not even tied to the bloodlines                                         
of Abraham as you say they're just                                              
self-styled self-proclaimed Jews let me                                         
ask you what is wrong if that's true                                            
what's wrong with supporting self-styled                                        
self-proclaimed Jews I don't care if                                            
they're self-styled self-proclaimed                                             
green eyed one aired people eaten                                               
monsters if they hold to the political                                          
values that I hold to and those as you                                          
call them self-styled self-proclaimed                                           
Jews have the best country in the Middle                                        
East because all the rest of them are                                           
hellholes                                                                       
that's what they created over there and                                         
they are utterly disrespective of women                                         
of freedom of liberties of rights of                                            
every one of our values that you would                                          
hold in Chattanooga Tennessee and that I                                        



would hold in Taos New Mexico if I'm                                            
looking for                                                                     
a culture that is good for people and                                           
good for the world                                                              
the one I'm going to support is those                                           
self-styled self-proclaimed Jews so                                             
there is a sense in which I don't care                                          
what they are that's the kind of country                                        
I want because I could go over there I                                          
could live there in freedom of religion                                         
having a church that preaches Jesus                                             
Christ and a good Old Testament and the                                         
New Testament I wouldn't get any kind of                                        
hassle or problem with that I wouldn't                                          
be you know taxed and all this kind of                                          
stuff to support state churches and                                             
everything else I it would be freedom of                                        
religion i if if I had the right of                                             
citizenship there which I don't I don't                                         
neither do you I don't have the right of                                        
citizenship in Canada and but if I did I                                        
would be able to vote there I'd be able                                         
to you know run for office it wouldn't                                          
matter that I'm a Christian there are                                           
Christians in office today members of                                           
parliament there are Muslims Member of                                          
Parliament because it's an open secular                                         
society that's what I want in a                                                 
government today I would much rather                                            
have what you have in Israel than what                                          
you have in Lebanon or what you have in                                         
Syria to the you know one to the                                                
northeast one to the north or what you                                          
have in Iran to live to the Northeast                                           
what you have in Saudi Arabia to the                                            
southeast I would I would take                                                  
self-styled self-proclaimed Jews in the                                         
nation of Israel any day and support                                            
that even if I was a pagan lunatic but I                                        
held to Western values so the fact that                                         
you seem to not support the nation of                                           
Israel the 1948 nation of Israel tells                                          
me either you just hate Western values                                          
or you hate Jews or both my guess is                                            
you're a freedom-loving flag-waving                                             
maybe confederate flag waving but                                               
freedom love and flag waving Western                                            
civilization lover which means you just                                         
hate Jews and it doesn't                                                        
just like it didn't take long for you to                                        
discern hey he's a dispensational                                               
Zionist it doesn't take me long to                                              
discern you are a replacement theology                                          
anti-semitic preacher who needs to get a                                        
little education quite frankly that's                                           
what it is                                                                      
by the way your comment here about                                              
they're not even tied to the bloodline                                          
of Abraham that's common anti-semitic                                           
junk you can go to science Magog which                                          
is this is the largest organization of                                          
scientists general scientists in the                                            



world and they put out science Magda org                                        
it's not a Christian organization it's                                          
just a science organization here they                                           
have an article June the 3rd 2010                                               
tracing the roots of Jewishness goes                                            
through here and speaks of all of this                                          
you can look it's the largest you know                                          
date on the IBD that's let's see they                                           
define IBD here identity by descent this                                        
is the scientific done by DNA                                                   
individuals within each of the Jewish                                           
groups had high levels of IBD roughly                                           
equivalent to that of fourth or fifth                                           
cousins and it goes on here to say that                                         
what this does is scientifically proves                                         
that Jewish people                                                              
Ashkenazi Sephardic whatever they are                                           
they're of some bloodline together DNA                                          
proves it                                                                       
now I've recognized they didn't they                                            
didn't contact you and you know get your                                        
scientific opinion but once again this                                          
is the new life tabernacle of                                                   
Chattanooga restoring the apostolic                                             
Pentecostal church doctrine that is I                                           
can guarantee what this is is putting a                                         
Christian's under a works based                                                 
salvation I don't even have to read                                             
anymore they're going to require baptism                                        
they're going to require repentance                                             
because that's what apostolic                                                   
Pentecostal doctrine is they're going to                                        
have charismatic tendencies to whatever                                         
degree all while saying they rightly                                            
divide the word of God but the the main                                         
principle of rightly dividing the word                                          
of God is separating the Apostolic out                                          
from the age of grace appreciate you                                            
reading the article anyway and let me                                           
send you some books a little education                                          
would be good thing wouldn't it be a                                            
blessing okay let's go here too let's                                           
see we've got Sarah has a question let's                                        
see here                                                                        
fitting all those did I get the middle                                          
of the question here since it starts                                            
with the word but I'm just wondering but                                        
fitting all those seals through the                                             
seventh trumpet etc in the first half                                           
three and a half years isn't impossible                                         
for him who created the whole universe                                          
in six days right the seventh trumpet                                           
introduces the bowls full of Wrath from                                         
the second half of the 70th week is what                                        
I know from precepts Bible study okay                                           
this has to do with yesterday sermon                                            
from Sarah in Wisconsin and yesterday's                                         
sermon for those of you who are able to                                         
catch it you remember basically what I                                          
said is I think it's very plausible to                                          
put the first four seals prior to the                                           
70th week and there's a number of places                                        



you could cut this but let's just cut it                                        
clean for the sake of our discussion and                                        
I need seven mugs don't I could do all                                          
sorts of stuff here but to put the                                              
rapture and then the first four seals                                           
and then seals five six and seven over                                          
the seven-year period now you are right                                         
Sarah that you came                                                             
and put the first you'd have to get up                                          
to five to the midpoint we we can tell                                          
from looking at Matthew verses                                                  
revelation that number five is the                                              
midpoint because that's got the                                                 
abomination of desolation and so you                                            
could make all that happen in three and                                         
a half years one of my arguments is that                                        
that's a lot of stuff to happen in three                                        
and a half years but yes he created the                                         
universe in six days he can certainly                                           
bring all of that about in three and a                                          
half years now one of the things that I                                         
mentioned a little bit yesterday is if                                          
that's the case and it certainly could                                          
be the case but it almost makes them run                                        
together so closely that they are                                               
they're basically just tied together and                                        
almost the same thing and which would                                           
kind of make at least the first four                                            
seals just to be the arrival of the                                             
Antichrist and war famine and pestilence                                        
all of that as one seal rather than four                                        
seals now I realize even in Revelation                                          
chapter 6 there pretty compacted                                                
together you know you've got six or                                             
eight verses that push all those Four                                           
Horsemen of the Apocalypse together so                                          
the argument for timing that is that's                                          
awful quick for all that to happen is an                                        
argument that in and of itself can't                                            
hold almost on all of those things I                                            
mentioned yesterday in fact I think I                                           
said it a few times that the singular                                           
argument any of the singular arguments                                          
are not enough it's an argument of the                                          
whole more than anything but yes I would                                        
say it would be okay to put the first                                           
five in the first half of the                                                   
tribulation I think you almost have to                                          
include five at the middle point now                                            
with that this going on in Sarah's                                              
question here the seventh trumpet                                               
introduces the bowls full of Wrath                                              
for the second half of the 70th week                                            
that's what I know from precepts                                                
revelation Bible study I think that                                             
would be a fairly accurate picture in                                           
fact I think I've taught it before years                                        
ago was I was teaching prophecy is to                                           
put one through six at the beginning and                                        
seven as the last half and seven being                                          
the seven trumpets followed by the seven                                        
vials so you've got seven trumpets and                                          



seven vials taking three and a half                                             
years now one of the things I think                                             
you've got to get you really because                                            
five has to end up at the midpoint                                              
because it's got the abomination of                                             
desolation as I take it that is an                                              
assumption worth questioning but I think                                        
there's a pretty good argument to be                                            
said there that would put six and seven                                         
in the last half now here's one of the                                          
problems I think in taking seven as                                             
covering three and a half years and we                                          
will look into this a little bit more as                                        
we as we carry out the book of                                                  
Revelation and we will question the                                             
Assumption on it even as we go to make                                          
sure that what we've got here but one of                                        
the issues that I have with stretching                                          
out seven over three and a half year                                            
period is when we get to the sixth seal                                         
Revelation chapter 6 verse 12 that's                                            
when the Sun became a sackcloth of hair                                         
the moon became as blood the Stars fell                                         
from heaven to earth even as a fig tree                                         
casteth her untimely figs the heaven                                            
departed as a scroll when it is rolled                                          
together and every mountain and Island                                          
were moved out of their place now that                                          
seems to be something that you don't                                            
have much time left to add three and a                                          
half years after this point means the                                           
Sun became black as sackcloth just for a                                        
a bit and then it came back the stars of                                        
heaven are following the                                                        
then we're continuing life to some                                              
degree as normal can I say for three and                                        
a half years and to go on the kings of                                          
the earth brought you know where they                                           
all hid themselves in rocks and                                                 
mountains they said fall upon us he that                                        
sitteth upon the throne and from the                                            
wrath of the Lamb the great day of his                                          
wrath is come and who shall be able to                                          
stand I think that we're going to find                                          
and we will dig into this more on the                                           
Sunday I think that we're going to find                                         
that the sixth seal aligns with the day                                         
of the Lord                                                                     
and the day of the Lord comes at the end                                        
of the tribulation so I think we've got                                         
to even if we start the tribulation with                                        
Vasile number one which I would be okay                                         
with I wouldn't argue with that too much                                        
even if we do that I think we've got to                                         
take one through five almost all the way                                        
up to where the sixth CEO is actually                                           
right at the end I got a question in                                            
this morning that I'm not going to                                              
answer today because I need to do a                                             
little work on it but you know Daniel                                           
talks about some extra 45 days and some                                         
of those getting the things that we'll                                          



we'll dig into all of that and put that                                         
in together but I think you need the                                            
sixth right at the end and the seventh                                          
VIN is is going to be somewhat quick now                                        
we're gonna put all that together so                                            
let's let's not make a decision today                                           
because maybe we will change our mind                                           
how's that sound to you okay and let's                                          
go our friend let's see yeah Charles up                                         
and pull so he says don't spend a lot of                                        
time on this question it also relates to                                        
yesterday and has to do with the sixth                                          
seal and and really the others an                                               
innocence as well                                                               
but the question is I I won't be there                                          
and I'm gonna broaden the he says I'm                                           
gonna broaden that to we                                                        
we the church won't be there and we and                                         
let's see lost my question there I                                              
I doubt any unbeliever would be                                                 
interested at this time therefore the                                           
question it's a valid one the question                                          
is hey if we're not gonna be there and                                          
the unbelievers aren't interested why                                           
study it I think that the best the best                                         
reason to study the the things after the                                        
rapture is because it does it is                                                
required to have a full biblical                                                
worldview so we don't completely                                                
understand this world if we stop it with                                        
the rapture there is something that                                             
happens beyond the rapture and it is not                                        
something that affects us directly think                                        
we'll have the better vantage point on                                          
the whole thing and you're right most                                           
unbelievers are not all that interested                                         
in it either today or even then they're                                         
going to have a delusion that will come                                         
upon them and so by the time perhaps                                            
they come and figure all that out then                                          
they're going to be it's gonna be too                                           
late                                                                            
but I think the only reason really is is                                        
a worldview issue you you might although                                        
we don't give the argument as much but                                          
you might be able to give the same                                              
argument for creation what do I care how                                        
it came about you know I'm here it's                                            
been about a long time I'm just going to                                        
you know spring time I'm gonna go plant                                         
some flowers and I'm gonna make make the                                        
best of it and all is going to be well                                          
and I'm going to enjoy my time here and                                         
there's there's one sense in which there                                        
is some value to that you know I'm                                              
always saying you don't need a reason to                                        
live you need a African violet what I'm                                         
trying to say is you don't have to have                                         
this great big cosmic understanding and                                         
plan and all the things philosophically                                         
together just grow a plant and                                                  
enjoy it right so that's trying to                                              



balance those two things is I want to                                           
grow an African violet and get a bloom                                          
out of it one of these days that's what                                         
I want to do and yet at the same time I                                         
feel like you know everyone in our                                              
program is kind of like the class that                                          
you know watches the eggs waiting for                                           
them to hatch we're just looking down                                           
there now back to the program but                                               
balanced that is what I'm saying is live                                        
in today and enjoy today and be blessed                                         
by today and spend most of the focus on                                         
understanding our theology today but at                                         
the same time to have the blessing of                                           
understanding where I came from I                                               
shouldn't say I there where we came from                                        
and where we using very broadly the                                             
world is going I think helps bring all                                          
that together in an excellent way thank                                         
you for your question there and let's                                           
see could you give me your email address                                        
again please yeah I don't know who that                                         
came from I just saw that but it's Randy                                        
at Randy white ministries dot RG and                                            
that was Gary yeah Randy at Randy white                                         
ministries dot oh are G is the email                                            
address and by the way sometimes I get                                          
behind on email sometimes I'm really                                            
good at email and other times I'm not so                                        
good at email and if I ever don't                                               
respond to you send it again and again                                          
and again squeaky wheel gets the grease                                         
I am I am my secretary and I am a my                                            
custodian and I am my everything but the                                        
tech guy he's the tech guy from Dan do                                          
you think Matthew 10:30 is predicting                                           
the discovery of DNA nearly 2,000 years                                         
before it was discovered let's go check                                         
that sounds like an interesting question                                        
let's see yeah Matthew chapter 10 and                                           
verse 30 up but the very hairs of your                                          
well the let me look at the word number                                         
there with male we get of course                                                
arithmetic is that a word let's pull up                                         
strong so it should just be our easiest                                         
quick number or - number that's what I                                          
was thinking it is a verb yeah that what                                        
I would be interested in knowing is is                                          
that word a with Mayo is it a word that                                         
says there is a mathematical formula                                            
that brings about the the the numbering                                         
of the heads on on your hair hairs on                                           
your head I get that right so I would                                           
say I'm going to assume that the red                                            
lettering is correct here and these are                                         
the words of Jesus that's Jesus nose                                            
even here that there is a DNA that                                              
brings about all of these things and so                                         
I don't know if I would call it a                                               
prediction of the discovery of DNA but I                                        
think I would call it definitely an                                             
advanced knowledge of what only 2,000                                           



years later was scientifically                                                  
discovered and put to put put there I                                           
think that most people and I would                                              
congratulate you on the insight you have                                        
in the question because most people                                             
would take that just as a what would you                                        
call it                                                                         
a predestination kind of thing that the                                         
numbers of your head hairs on your head                                         
are predestined and that this is what                                           
it's talking whereas that I think if we                                         
divide into that word a rhythm I we                                             
would see more you know I think was                                             
pastor Roger just a couple of days ago                                          
and I've been meaning to go back and                                            
yeah I was in a rush and I hadn't                                               
finished this but he posted a video and                                         
then some article by our friend dr.                                             
Frank who does the statistics posted a                                          
video that had I think thirty to                                                
metronomes you know what a metronome is                                         
the right keeps time one two three four                                         
tick tock tick tock tick tock 32 of them                                        
they started them at different times and                                        
they end up in about four minutes time                                          
every one of them is in sync and it                                             
describes scientifically why all this                                           
happens but the point is that it was                                            
showing even and I don't even know that                                         
that was from a Christian point of view                                         
it was showing that from a scientific or                                        
an a written arithmatic                                                         
point of view that there is this sync                                           
that goes on and we have that very much                                         
in our bodies and it is our DNA that                                            
determines the number of hairs on our                                           
head so I think there's a there's a lot                                         
of correlation there anyway if maybe we                                         
won't call it a a prediction necessarily                                        
but certainly a lot of correlation that                                         
comes there thank you and let's see did                                         
we have this question already about                                             
filled with the spirits or did that just                                        
come in today it is today okay I was                                            
thinking maybe we had answered this                                             
question and that is our believers today                                        
filled with the spirit maybe we talked                                          
about it last night I don't know if it                                          
was Anthony or someone else that brought                                        
it about but let's hit it many of you                                           
were not on the theological insomniac                                           
last night and there's a                                                        
probably a fuller answer there although                                         
theological insomniac I ramble even more                                        
than I do and ask the theologian it is a                                        
free-flowing program and we went long                                           
last night if you're bored this                                                 
afternoon you can check it out and                                              
listen to it but but our believers today                                        
filled with holy spirit you have the                                            
command                                                                         
I think it's Ephesians 5:18 I may be off                                        



on this it may be chapter 6 but you have                                        
the command yet it is 5:18 be not drunk                                         
with the wine where is wherein is excess                                        
but be filled with the spirit now I'm                                           
going to take that as Holy Spirit talked                                        
a little bit last night about doesn't                                           
necessarily have to be Holy Spirit it                                           
could be say it could be saying it don't                                        
be filled with that kind of spirit be                                           
filled with spirit don't be filled with                                         
wine but be filled with spirit have some                                        
bump to you ooh go get him but I'm gonna                                        
take it for the purposes of this                                                
question as Holy Spirit that will be our                                        
assumption here so then the question are                                        
believers today filled with the Holy                                            
Spirit                                                                          
I think the instruction would be that                                           
believers today are supposed to be                                              
filled with the Holy Spirit I do not                                            
think that being filled with the Holy                                           
Spirit is an automatic thing now the                                            
thing that is automatic for believers is                                        
that we are sealed in the spirit                                                
Ephesians that's also in Ephesians                                              
chapter 1 verse 13 I believe so                                                 
a believer is sealed in the spirit this                                         
is what happens when we come to faith in                                        
Jesus Christ that we are sealed safe and                                        
secure in our salvation                                                         
and so we're sealed in the spirit then                                          
we are now being sealed in the spirit we                                        
can walk in the spirit as Paul talks                                            
about in the book of Galatians we can                                           
walk in the spirit or in the flesh and                                          
we should walk in the spirit not in the                                         
flesh if we walk in the spirit we do not                                        
do the things of the flesh if we do the                                         
things of the flesh we grieve the spirit                                        
or we quench the spirit and we are                                              
supposed to be filled with the spirit                                           
one of the things that though he doesn't                                        
give a formula how to be filled with the                                        
spirit                                                                          
he says be filled with the spirit and                                           
one of the things he says is assuming we                                        
can attach these together since the vs.                                         
go together speaking to yourselves in                                           
Psalms and hymns and spiritual songs                                            
singing and making melody to your heart                                         
in the Lord that is these things will                                           
get your focus to where you're not                                              
walking in the flesh but rather you're                                          
walking in the spirit and every one of                                          
us knows that music can do that and the                                         
Psalms hymns and spiritual songs can get                                        
our focus off of the flesh and get them                                         
onto the things they need to be I think                                         
one of the greatest ways to deal with                                           
temptation or to deal with just the fact                                        
that your mind is off of spiritual                                              
things is to the to things you can do                                           



are to listen to Scripture or to listen                                         
to him Psalms hymns and spiritual songs                                         
and that helps to get back there so our                                         
believers filled with the Holy Spirit                                           
they're sealed with the spirit now goes                                         
on to say sans the signs gifts like                                             
Cornelius I I do think that I am a                                              
cessationist and so I would say yes we                                          
do not have the sign gifts today in even                                        
in the Corinthian Day Paul says that                                            
when you had the Holy Spirit of God                                             
there was always a manifestation of that                                        
that is there was always a sign gift of                                         
that I don't think that we are in that                                          
point where there is always that sign                                           
gift it would be interesting to compare                                         
what Paul says about the Spirit in                                              
Corinthians compared to what he says in                                         
Ephesians and see if we could draw any                                          
conclusions there dispensational II at                                          
that time because in Ephesians he never                                         
seems to talk about any of these                                                
manifestations of the Spirit even while                                         
he's saying be filled with the spirit                                           
and perhaps in the Corinthian letter he                                         
was dealing much more with a Jewish kind                                        
of dispensational issue well                                                    
also from ants no from Scott on Facebook                                        
do you think that if right division had                                         
been understood my question just                                                
disappeared do you think that if right                                          
division had been understood by Jews a                                          
long time ago that they would have been                                         
so quick to reject the four Gospels                                             
harms of replacement theology I think                                           
that had there been right division a                                            
long time ago let's say second century                                          
early second century probably you could                                         
even say late first century maybe even                                          
in the days of Paul because you remember                                        
by the time Paul is closing out his                                             
ministry he's saying they've all left me                                        
nobody's going along with me Paul was a                                         
failure looks like I couldn't convince                                          
people to switch over to the                                                    
dispensation and they all went with                                             
Peter the Vicar of Christ as their                                              
apostle all the Christians and they                                             
began to mix things up and they began to                                        
try to keep the apostolic Pentecostal                                           
church doctrine rather than rightly                                             
dividing the word of truth and about                                            
that same time was when there came a                                            
sharp division between the Jewish people                                        
and the Christian people you know                                               
everything we see in the in the New                                             
Testament they're still working very                                            
closely together and there's a lot of                                           
going back and forth between one another                                        
and as we saw in Acts yesterday                                                 
this is x50 excuse me by ad                                                     
56 58 somewhere in there there was still                                        



a Paul going to the synagogue and                                               
preaching the kingdom gospel and keeping                                        
that kingdom gospel separate from the                                           
individual gospel or keeping the                                                
national gospel separate from the                                               
individual gospel and this worked for a                                         
long                                                                            
time certainly caused conflict and                                              
division but a lot of Jewish people                                             
became Jewish believers and churches                                            
like the church at Ephesus were I think                                         
by and large made up of Jewish people                                           
now had that had that right division                                            
kept rather than being rejected would                                           
the Jewish people have been so quick to                                         
reject the four Gospels like I think                                            
you're right no I don't think so I think                                        
that because the four Gospels were were                                         
Christianized rather than kept to be                                            
Jewish documents that they are and                                              
remember Romans is at fifteen verse                                             
eight I believe yeah that Jesus Christ                                          
was a minister of the circumcision for                                          
the truth of God to confirm the promises                                        
of the father and so what you very                                              
clearly got here is that all those words                                        
of Jesus in red have to do with Jesus                                           
being a minister of the circumcision all                                        
of his works that are done in Matthew                                           
Mark Luke and John are confirming the                                           
promises made to the fathers and by                                             
replacing that and really making this                                           
Jesus who's kind of anti-jewish is what                                         
replacement theology is done it creates                                         
a Jesus who is not a minister of the                                            
circumcision confirming the promises to                                         
the Father but rather he is a minister                                          
against the circumcision talking about                                          
how you know terrible though Jewish                                             
people in the Jewish nation are and so                                          
replacement theology has done all sorts                                         
of this harms of replacement theology I                                         
think you're you're right on board that                                         
right division would have taken care of                                         
the the splits that took place that is                                          
even there today it is very hard to                                             
witness to Jewish people because of all                                         
the anti-jewish heritage that they see                                          
among among church people I don't know                                          
why they'd ever get you know that kind                                          
of idea in that that there are some                                             
Christians out there that hey                                                   
but they might run across some                                                  
Christians that hate Jews and pick up on                                        
this idea and that's that's the                                                 
replacement theology and that's taking                                          
apostolic theology apostolic theology                                           
was for the Jews and making it for the                                          
Christians that is replacement theology                                         
and therein lies the problem so yes I I                                         
think I would completely be with you                                            
there okay let's see our next question                                          



for today is it possible this comes from                                        
Dan on YouTube is it possible that the                                          
year that was given to Israel after the                                         
crucifixion and stoning of Stephen could                                        
be taken off the seven years of the                                             
tribulation as Jesus says it's what it                                          
will be shortened okay couple of things                                         
there Jesus did say you know unless                                             
those days were shortened then nobody                                           
would survive and that is Matthew 24                                            
let's look and see if we can find                                               
unless those days had been shortened an                                         
Arras passive but for the elects sake                                           
they shall be shortened a future passive                                        
interesting to put that together I am                                           
not sure we would want to look into it                                          
I'm not sure why this should be almost                                          
looks like a subjunctive but it's not a                                         
subjunctive unless those days should be                                         
shortened let's go to Youngs literal if                                         
those days were not shortened those days                                        
shall be shortened okay yeah there is                                           
there is an if                                                                  
and an indicative here which is a true                                          
if-then statement if not they had been                                          
shortened so we've really have this here                                        
except is is if not if not or except                                            
those days be shortened then no flesh                                           
would be saved but for the elects sake                                          
they shall be in the future shortened                                           
okay now having looked at that is it                                            
possible that the seven years are                                               
shortened I I'm gonna start out with the                                        
problem on that the problem with                                                
shortening the seven years is that even                                         
in the book of Revelation you have the                                          
42 month period the 1260 days twice                                             
which makes the seven and a half years                                          
so it doesn't appear that that seven                                            
years is going to be less than seven                                            
years when you take the future                                                  
revelation of John that's given the                                             
recording of the revelation that was                                            
given to John it looks like it adds up                                          
to the seven-year period so not                                                 
shortened in that sense furthermore                                             
where I've started in my mind it was                                            
Daniel says in Daniel chapter 9 that                                            
these days have been decreed for Israel                                         
so I would say that the day of Jacob's                                          
trouble or Daniels 70th week has been                                           
shortened before the decree that's these                                        
are days that could have gone on 70                                             
years and yet the Lord shortens them to                                         
seven years in times past now let me add                                        
one bit to this that year after the                                             
crucifixion of Stephen where the nation                                         
of Israel is given some more time hold                                          
not this sin to their charge                                                    
lay not this sin against their charge                                           
and so their forgiving their their                                              
offered some more time                                                          



does that come off of the seven years I                                         
think that when you read Daniel 9                                               
beginning in 24 you see that it it has a                                        
built-in pause here 70 weeks are                                                
determined upon my holy city to finish                                          
transgression to make an end of sins so                                         
the 70 weeks bring it all together know                                         
therefore and understand that from the                                          
commandment to restore unto messiah                                             
there shall be seven weeks now this 69                                          
weeks altogether because I need to put                                          
this here there we go                                                           
this all seems to run together there's                                          
seven weeks and then there's threescore                                         
in two weeks maybe you could stick a                                            
little time between here but there's we                                         
wouldn't know what to stick in there so                                         
it looks like seven weeks to the                                                
building the restoration of the city and                                        
then threescore and two to Messiah the                                          
Prince so seven and threescore and two                                          
all together sixty-nine to bring                                                
together Messiah the Prince looks like                                          
they go together at that time now after                                         
the three score in two weeks shall                                              
Messiah be cut off but not for himself                                          
and the people of the Prince shall                                              
destroy the city and the sanctuary and                                          
the end will come with a flood and Wars                                         
and desolations are determined this                                             
verse right here verse 26 appears to say                                        
after the 69th week before the last                                             
remaining week comes in verse seven                                             
looks to me like there are there is some                                        
time built in there are some things that                                        
happen and that is for example the                                              
destruction of the city the wars                                                
desolations are determined that doesn't                                         
happen you know over the weekend so to                                          
speak you've got to have a gap of time                                          
there so I don't know that you need to                                          
when you extend it from Stephen you                                             
you're really pushing off that's it                                             
week I think you can push it off rather                                         
than having to cut it and dissect it out                                        
so I think it was pushed off there at                                           
that point without being shortened so to                                        
speak so so I'm I'm gonna lean towards                                          
no on on the answer that is there that                                          
the shortening was actually done in the                                         
decree itself through all of that ah                                            
friend dr. tom in Cambodia let's see dr.                                        
tom says in ephesians chapter 4 verse 8                                         
does the phrase he led captivity captive                                        
mean Jesus took dominion over Hades                                             
wherefore he had said when he ascended                                          
up on high he led captivity captive and                                         
gave gifts unto men one of the most                                             
common interpretations of that passage                                          
is that he took dominion over Hades                                             
especially Abraham's bosom or paradise                                          
and he took that and he emptied that out                                        



and most people would usually those who                                         
hold that interpretation would say he                                           
left the the torment place of Hades                                             
remains remains there I think that is                                           
reading a little more into that passage                                         
than we can bring bring out there he was                                        
looking at the Greek here let's say he                                          
led captive captivity so we got a good                                          
translation and gave gifts to men I I                                           
would associate that with romans 14:9                                           
that talk about for this wreath unto                                            
this end Christ died and was buried and                                         
lower and lives again I'm paraphrasing                                          
that passage says in order that he might                                        
be Lord both                                                                    
of the dead and the living being Lord of                                        
the Dead and the living is he has                                               
captivity captive he is Lord of all that                                        
is captive one of these days as Lord of                                         
the Dead in the living he is going to                                           
release all of that so could that mean                                          
he took dominion over Hades it could and                                        
those who have that interpretation are                                          
typically dispensationalist and they                                            
typically are trying to interpret that                                          
passage best as possible I just don't                                           
think the passage itself certainly                                              
doesn't definitively say that nor is                                            
there another passage that definitively                                         
says that so we need to be careful that                                         
we haven't just heard it so many times                                          
that we think it definitively says that                                         
what we have to look at is what does the                                        
text actually say one of the most                                               
difficult jobs for me as a pastor and                                           
dr. Tom I'm sure as well is to only let                                         
the Scriptures say what it actually says                                        
because again we bring in all this                                              
baggage all this interpretation that                                            
we've had before and we let the                                                 
scripture say what we've been told it                                           
says but what we have to do is say what                                         
does it actually say now here it says he                                        
led captivity captive the problem is                                            
that that demands it begs a question                                            
what does that mean he led captivity                                            
captive and unfortunately there's not                                           
another passage of Scripture I think                                            
that we can necessarily go to and look                                          
at something here's a footnote in the                                           
King James and Colossians 2:15 having                                           
spoiled principalities and powers he                                            
made a show of them openly triumphing                                           
over them in it you know I think that's                                         
a that would that would go along with my                                        
interpretation that says he became Lord                                         
of the Dead and the living that is he                                           
now has captivity captive                                                       
and in its timing when it's supposed to                                         
happen he is certainly going to you know                                        
release or or take dominion over Hades                                          
has he already done that it's a little                                          



bit more difficult to to build that case                                        
they're in that and I think maybe there                                         
was a comment about the Saturday night                                          
version the Saturday night sermon on our                                        
online revival a week that changed the                                          
world in which I spoke to some of that                                          
again very briefly I want to bring up my                                        
notes from our Ephesians study on that                                          
particular verse I'm not sure they deal                                         
specifically with this but while we're                                          
on the verse let's look at it Paul                                              
quotes from Psalm 68 18 which is a psalm                                        
of reign the victory of the Messiah and                                         
his future let's just look at Psalm 68                                          
18 right here thou has to send it on                                            
high thou has led captivity captive thou                                        
has received gifts for men yay for the                                          
rebellious also now notice right here in                                        
the middle at the top is Ephesians 4:8                                          
so when he saith he saith that over here                                        
in Psalm 68 when he ascended on high he                                         
led captivity captive and gave gifts to                                         
men so he's quoting almost we'll see                                            
he's quoting this passage here now the                                          
reason I mention it is a psalm of rain                                          
by the way have I told you lately that                                          
we're going to be preaching at the                                              
Psalms teaching the Psalms graphically                                          
presented at our retreat in Branson over                                        
Labor Day weekend still planning on                                             
having it and so far looks like maybe                                           
Missouri is going to cooperate and                                              
hopefully your governor will allow you                                          
out as well here's our governor michelle                                        
lujan-grisham in her governess attire                                           
but we're hoping to escape get our                                              
travel papers and be able to go there as                                        
well and study some more of this now as                                         
as the reason it's important that                                               
he's quoting from a psalm I am a                                                
believer that whenever there is an Old                                          
Testament quote you have to take the                                            
context of the Old Testament into the                                           
quote on the New Testament that this is                                         
not an island unto itself so what's the                                         
context of Psalm 18 the context of Psalm                                        
18 is actually his ultimate reign that                                          
he has ascended on high thou has led a                                          
captivity captive and has received gifts                                        
from men so it has it has to do with his                                        
reigning over over this earth more so                                           
than specific dominion over Hades though                                        
that would be included in that so back                                          
to the notes here the verse speaks then                                         
a future victory over all that had been                                         
taken into captivity and the day when he                                        
would take captivity captive that is                                            
gain control over it from the satanic                                           
control that it was under this victory                                          
should have would have this victory                                             
would have taken place at the                                                   
resurrection and and given in full at                                           



the second coming I should edit my                                              
comment there but nonetheless the                                               
victory took place at the second                                                
resurrection but is given in full at the                                        
second coming                                                                   
now notice Paul changes the text                                                
slightly when he says he gave gifts unto                                        
men while the Hebrew says thou has                                              
received gifts for men in the psalm the                                         
verse goes on to speak about the                                                
rebellious of reference to Israel but                                           
Paul applies the verse to the church in                                         
the present tense that he'd led                                                 
captivity captive and rather than he                                            
received gifts for men he gave gifts to                                         
men and he's talking about the sum of                                           
the gifts of the Spirit that were given                                         
there two verses down after a                                                   
parenthetical statement verse 11 he gave                                        
some apostles some prophets some                                                
evangelists some pastors and teachers so                                        
he he becomes Lord dead of the living                                           
and therefore he's able to give apostles                                        
prophets evangelists pastors and                                                
teachers for the perfecting of the                                              
Saints I I think                                                                
I I think the arguments that we have of                                         
he took dominion over Hades might be                                            
true but it's kind of a weak argument I                                         
think the stronger argument is that                                             
speaks of his coming Kingdom and overall                                        
sovereignty and his headship that he's                                          
showing displaying right there of the                                           
church because that's the context in                                            
Ephesians chapter four verse eight so we                                        
kind of read Sheol into that I'm afraid                                         
thanks for the good question let's see                                          
what what is your thoughts from Nancy                                           
what's your thought on a mid-trib                                               
rapture I have a friend who adheres to                                          
this because the way she interprets the                                         
parable of the ten virgins visitar the                                          
ten virgins of course Matthew 25 and                                            
they're getting ready and he comes in                                           
the the the bridegroom in the middle of                                         
the night and some of them aren't ready                                         
and some of them already and the here's                                         
my biggest problem with a mid-trib                                              
rapture a mid-trib rapture requires that                                        
the church be present in the day of                                             
Jacob's trouble remember just a few                                             
moments ago when we were in Daniel                                              
chapter 9 verse 27 again it tells us                                            
that actually let me back up to verse 24                                        
it tells us that seventy weeks are                                              
determined upon thy people so a full                                            
seventy weeks have to be for thy people                                         
Daniels people in thy holy city it's a                                          
Jewish 70 weeks that is seventy weeks in                                        
which God is going to directly deal with                                        
the nation of Israel 69 of those weeks                                          
have already passed he's put one of                                             



those weeks into the future I don't see                                         
how you can mix the church and Israel                                           
together                                                                        
because God in this dispensation he                                             
can't really deal directly with Israel                                          
why because there's neither Jew nor                                             
Gentile he's not dealing with a nation                                          
right now and and dealing with a nation                                         
doesn't work with dealing with the                                              
church this is why we always keep the                                           
kingdom gospel separate from the grace                                          
gospel or the National Gospels are                                              
separate from the individual gospel you                                         
just you you can't mix these things                                             
together their oil and water                                                    
now if seventy weeks are determined and                                         
that we're determined is very strong if                                         
they are determined upon thy people and                                         
that's exactly what the scripture says                                          
I'm just quoting it then the 70th week                                          
is determined for thy people in my holy                                         
city that is it is a Jewish week not                                            
half of it is a Jewish week but the                                             
whole is a Jewish week now the the other                                        
arguments that you can get to come up                                           
with a mid-trib rapture you might be                                            
able to build some somewhat logical                                             
arguments based upon it but it's not the                                        
logic of the argument that that proves                                          
it to be true it is the assumption                                              
underlying and the assumption underlying                                        
all mid-trib arguments is that God deals                                        
with Israel the same time he's dealing                                          
with the church and so I don't know                                             
during that three and a half years let's                                        
suppose a Jew becomes a Christian now                                           
they're not a Jew so he's not dealing                                           
with them anymore and so 70 weeks are                                           
not determined that that's that's the                                           
big hiccup for me isn't is Daniel 9:27                                          
how do you have 70 weeks determined for                                         
thy people if only three and a half are                                         
determined for thy people I think                                               
there's a fundamental flaw and issue                                            
after that now Susan says so the rapture                                        
isn't till after the fourth or fifth                                            
seal no let me let me go back and make                                          
that very clear                                                                 
the rapture is before the first seal and                                        
this comes from the reason Susan made                                           
this assumption is because most of                                              
dispensationalism teaches that you have                                         
the the the the rapture here's here we                                          
go                                                                              
because here's the church you have the                                          
rapture and immediately the 70th week                                           
here's 69 weeks here's 70th week they                                           
were together the mystery came in and                                           
put it right there and common                                                   
dispensational teaching is as soon as                                           
the mystery is taken out then this week                                         
begins that very day I I would say it                                           



doesn't begin that very day actually                                            
there is a time period in which the                                             
first four seals take place so all the                                          
seals are after the rapture I want to                                           
make that abundantly clear Thank You                                            
Susan and Dan says is it possible that                                          
the parable of Lazarus and the rich man                                         
and raised Lazarus are the same i I've                                          
pondered that myself                                                            
I haven't dug deeply into it let me tell                                        
you why I have always concluded it to be                                        
no because Lazarus in the parable was a                                         
poor man Lazarus who is raised has every                                        
appearance of being a wealthy man                                               
remember it was Mary his sister who                                             
poured the you know a pound of pure nard                                        
on the Lord's feet a very expensive                                             
ointment and if I'm right that net                                              
Lazarus was the naked man in the garden                                         
he's got the linen robe around him linen                                        
being very expensive and linen is made                                          
out of                                                                          
I learned this a few weeks ago flax seed                                        
or the plant I'm not sure but it's made                                         
out of flax anyway and they make it into                                        
a thread and so it's a natural you know                                         
like cotton natural as well but flax is                                         
will last much more much longer than                                            
cotton so we sometimes today use the                                            
word linens it might might be cotton but                                        
in that day linen was a very expensive                                          
long-lasting kind of garment but anyway                                         
all that to say that's that's been where                                        
I haven't gone there I I think I even                                           
checked this at one point bollinger                                             
who's pretty good at usually sniffing                                           
those things out as I recall I'm just                                           
going by memory he also does not make a                                         
comparison does not mention to                                                  
comparison there so I think the only                                            
similarity we have is the names what                                            
would be interesting is to look let's                                           
see Matthew Luke 16 20 we got this                                              
certain beggar named Lazarus let's just                                         
go ahead and double check but one's your                                        
real quick to make sure Luke 16 2000                                            
this is what I was wondering here a                                             
common Talmudic contraction of the                                              
hebrew le A's are but introduced by the                                         
Lord to point his own closing comment of                                        
verse 31 he said if they hear not Moses                                         
and the prophets and neither will they                                          
be persuaded though one be raised from                                          
the dead there is where let's let's go                                          
down to verse 31 because their that's                                           
where you can get and say oh well                                               
Lazarus was raised from the dead                                                
I think and the reason I looked at                                              
started to look that name up and I'm                                            
gonna take Bulger's word on it is that I                                        
think Lazarus was probably a common word                                        
he says it's a                                                                  



a contraction it's the name Eliezer it's                                        
kind of like you know John John used to                                         
be called Jack I have no idea why you                                           
know you speak of Jack Kennedy when his                                         
name is John but it used to be very                                             
common that if your name is John it was                                         
Jack now somehow there's a what's the                                           
word there a contraction a contraction                                          
that gets in so Ellie a czar is is                                              
Lazarus Ellie a czar would be a very                                            
common Jewish name now so you've got                                            
this beggar named Lazarus let's go down                                         
to verse 31 and he said unto him if they                                        
hear not Moses or the prophets neither                                          
will they be persuaded though one were                                          
raised from the dead I think maybe                                              
you've got a similarity here that the                                           
Lord is even making allusion to that I'm                                        
gonna raise someone from the dead named                                         
Lazarus two different men but both the                                          
name being Lazarus let's check the                                              
bollinger on verse 31 and see what he                                           
has to say let's see the lesson from the                                        
parable from these final words of the                                           
Lord lightfoot says it is easy to judge                                         
that what was the design what was the                                           
design and intention of the parable the                                         
Lord's words were proved to be true by                                          
the results of the resurrection of                                              
another Lazarus and of himself be                                               
persuaded much less they were not not                                           
persuaded and much less repent and yes I                                        
I think everything I've ever gone on I                                          
always end up the same place here that                                          
it is another Lazarus the one race from                                         
the dead was a the the the rich the one                                         
raised from the dead was the rich                                               
Lazarus now Gaby brings up an excellent                                         
comment that I misspoke thanks for                                              
catching me on that Lazarus and the rich                                        
man                                                                             
I think I'm most                                                                
called it a parable it's not a parable                                          
and I did that because even I who                                               
chastise all the evangelicals for being                                         
parrots even I parrot some things from                                          
time to time and everybody says the                                             
parable of rich man and Lazarus but when                                        
you back up to this passage here you                                            
know look even verse 19 there was a                                             
certain rich man and there was a certain                                        
beggar and the certain beggar had a name                                        
this is not presented as a parable it is                                        
presented as a historical fact I                                                
appreciate you listening closely David                                          
Mississippian catching me on all of that                                        
but I I think there are different guys                                          
named Lazarus and both of them very real                                        
events by the way as you'll know I am a                                         
fan of Bullinger we've looked at him                                            
today I keep one right here and I look                                          
to him all the time                                                             



I utterly disagree with what he says                                            
about the rich man and Lazarus and that                                         
is that Bollinger held to a soul sleep                                          
so he had a problem with this passage                                           
and rather than allow his assumption to                                         
be shaped by the scripture he gives some                                        
gobbledygook on this passage and why                                            
Jesus would say such a thing that wasn't                                        
true I think he did just totally the                                            
wrong thing there but I think it's                                              
pretty easy to find that section in the                                         
companion Bible and put an X through it                                         
and move on because you get all the                                             
other good stuff yes several things I                                           
disagree with same Scofield same with I                                         
I even uh the other day I was looking at                                        
one of my books on behold and I found                                           
out I disagreed with myself so I don't                                          
have a problem with a little bit of                                             
disagreement that comes through all of                                          
that                                                                            
well delight to have                                                            
you hear I appreciate your presence this                                        
Thursday night we do have this new                                              
series that begins Thursday night at 7                                          
p.m. and it is there we go the Baptist                                          
faith and message and analysis even if                                          
you're not Southern Baptist I think                                             
you'll benefit from this one because                                            
they are the 800-pound gorilla that kind                                        
of sets the stage for everything and so                                         
we're going to look at the the faith                                            
statement of the Baptist faith and                                              
message and use that to understand the                                          
value or the curse of faith statements                                          
and creeds and put all that together and                                        
we'll analyze this one theologically                                            
basically it's a class in doctrine and                                          
how to look at a doctrinal statement and                                        
bring all that about and I look through                                         
so that'll be Thursday night will be on                                         
all week for our asset theologian                                               
Wednesday night of course we'll have the                                        
Gospel of John as well we'll have some                                          
great fun together Randy at Randy white                                         
ministries dot RG and go get your book                                          
at dispensational publishing yeah and I                                         
think we still have free shipping today                                         
I think it goes away end of today so you                                        
want free shipping now's the time oh and                                        
we'll take care of you always good to                                           
see you go get you an African violet and                                        
rightly divide the word of truth or                                             
you'll make a mess god bless you we'll                                          
you                                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


